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1. (a) (i) Wluit are the practical applications of elliptical curve? (4)

(ii) Draw the involute of a square of side 25 mm. (6)

(iii) Draw a hyperbola given the distance of the focus from the directrix
as 55·mm and eccentricity as 1.5. (10)

Or

(b) Draw plan, elevation and anyone side view choosing the most informative
side as the front of the object shown below. (20)



2. (a). The distance between the end prajectars passing thraugh the end paints
of a line AB is 60 mm. The end A is 15 mm abave HP and 10mm in frant
af VP. The end B is 35 mm in frant of VP. The line AB appears 70 mm

. lang in the frant view. Complete the prajectians. Find the true length af
the line and its inclinatians with HP and VP. (20)

Or

(b) A circular plate af 60 mm diameter has a hexaganal hale af 20 mm sides
centrally punched. Draw the prajectians of the lamina resting on HP with
its surface inclined at 30 degrees to HP and the diameter thraugh the
point on which the lamina rests an HP is inclined at 50 degrees to' VP.
Any two parallel sides of the hexaganal hale are perpendicular to' the
diameter af the circular plate passing thraugh the paint an which it rests.
Draw the prajectian. (20)

3. (a) A square pyramid of base side 60 mm and altitude 100mm lies an the HP
an ane af its triangular faces with its axis parallel to' VP. Draw its
prajectians. . (20)

Or

(b) A cone of base diameter 60 mm arid altitude 80 mm rests an HP with its
axis inclined at 30 degrees to the HP and parallel to' VP. Draw its tap and
frant views. (20)

4. (a) A square prism of base side 30 mm and axis length 60 mm lies on the HP
on one of its langer edges with its axis parallel to bath HP and VP. It is
cut by a vertical plane inclined at 45 degrees to the VP. The cutting plane
meets the axis at 15 mm from ane end of the prism. Draw plan, sectional
elevation and true shape of the section. (20)

Or

(b) A circular hale of diameter 30 mm is drilled thraugh a vertical cylinder of
diameter 50 mm and height 65.mm. The axis of the hale is perpendicular
to' VP and meets the axis of the cylinder at right angles at a height of
30 mm abave the base. Draw the development of the lateral surface of the
cylinder. (20)

5. (a) A pentaganal pyramid of 40 mm edge of base and 70 mm height rests
with its base an HP. One of the base edges is perpendicular to VP and
lies an the left of the axis of the pyramid. A sectian plane perpendicular
to' VP and inclined at 30 degrees to' HP cuts the axis af the pyramid at a
paint 30 mm abave the base of the pyramid. Draw the isometric view of
the truncated pyramid. (20)

Or

(b) A hallaw cylinder of external diameter 60 mm internal diameter 40 mm
and axis 80 mm lang lies with its generatar on ground with one of its
circular ends touching the picture plane. The statian point is 90 mm in
front of the picture plane and 60 mm to the right of the axis of the
cylinder. The horizon is 100 mm above ground. Draw the perspective
view of the cylinder. (20)
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